Installation by independent retailer: Innovation Blinds

An exclusive range of premium patio awnings
ENHANCE, PROTECT AND PROLONG THE USE OF YOUR TERRACE

Practical & stylish like a roof outstretching, our patio awnings
extend to provide the ultimate alfresco living space. Offering
protection from the sun’s intense heat, our patio awnings keep you
cool on even the hottest of summer days whilst offering shelter from
those unexpected and often persistent rain showers*. Damaging
ultraviolet rays are blocked providing optimum protection to the
skin whilst harsh light is filtered to stop unwanted glare.
Add an eye catching and striking new dimension to the façade,
that allows you to entertain in style and sophistication, come
shower or shine.
Stopping the sun’s heat rays even
reaching the glass, our patio awnings
prevent unwanted solar heat gain
and bright light, naturally cooling the
indoor space and eliminating glare,
along with protecting furnishings
from bleaching by the sun, whilst still
maintaining a clear view out.

*Rain shower use subject to pitch of 14 degrees or greater as set out in European Directive EN13561 to
ensure effective rain run off.

AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY FROM YOUR LOCAL, INDEPENDENT RETAILER

Complete Garage Doors Ltd
Landline: 0800 298 2075
Mobile: 07717820490
Email: info@completegaragedoorsnorfolk.co.uk

NEXT GENERATION FABRICS
Our patio awnings exclusively feature ‘Lumera’
fabrics - a premium material that, along with offering
outstanding sun protection, is water repellent, dirt
repellent and easy to clean.
Lumera fabric is woven with a specially developed
CBA-yarn. The acronym CBA stands for “Clean Brilliant
Acrylic” and summarises the advantages of this totally
unique patio awning fabric. Compared to conventional
materials, the CBA yarn is completely smooth and
produces a woven fabric with an extremely dense
surface which ultimately prevents dirt from adhering.
As a result, colours shine longer and more intensely.

Designed, engineered
and built to last

PROUDLY
BRITISH
MANUFACTURED

Using extruded aluminium for the framework,
which is both corrosion resistant and highly
durable, along with drop forging/pressure
die casting for the joints and stainless steel components to hold
everything together, our patio awnings are strong and resilient,
some would say over engineered, we simply say built to last.
Fabrics are woven using the finest solution dyed colourfast fibres,
designed to last a lifetime (see left). Motorised operation (optional,
recommended) via a wirefree transmitter allows you to effortlessly
extend and retract our patio awnings, while the addition of ambient
sensors including light and wind detectors, automatically position
our patio awnings dependent on the climatic conditions.

Lumera
luminous
CBA fibre
Regular fluffy
acrylic fibre

Moreover the fabric is extremely water repellent
generating a self-cleaning effect which significantly
extends the life of the material.
An independent study confirms the outstanding
properties of Lumera fabrics; upto 50% less dirt
adheres to Lumera in comparison to traditional patio
awning fabrics.
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BAHAMAS

TORTOLA

THE ORIGINAL, UNIVERSAL
MULTI-FIX FULL CASSETTE AWNING

ULTRA-MODERN, DESIGNER
END FIX FULL CASSETTE AWNING

Width: 2.05m - 7.00m
Projections: 1.50m - 3.75m
Framework: White or Brown
Operation: Manual or Motorised
Dimensions: 21.9cm (h) x 14.7cm (d)

Width: 1.78m - 5.50m
Projections: 1.50m - 3.00m
Framework: White or Brown
Operation: Manual or Motorised
Dimensions: 15.2cm (h) x 21.7cm (d)

ANGUILLA

XL GRENADA

ENTRY LEVEL, SLIMLINE
END FIX FULL CASSETTE AWNING

LITTLE BIG AWNING FOR NARROW
SPACES NEEDING DEEP PROJECTIONS

Width: 1.78m - 4.00m
Projections: 1.50m - 2.50m
Framework: White or Brown
Operation: Manual or Motorised
Dimensions: 15.2cm (h) x 21.7cm (d)

Width: 1.25m - 3.49m
Projections: 1.50m - 3.00m
Framework: White
Operation: Manual or Motorised
Dimensions: 27.8cm (h) x 22.9cm (d)

For reassurance and peace of mind, our patio awnings
are all extensively and rigorously tested to withstand
everything that is thrown at them and certified to stringent
European quality and safety standards.
Technical information and specifications correct at time of going to press. We reserve
the right to make changes and modifications without notice.

